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a b s t r a c t
We report the development and experimental analysis of a two-liquid electroosmotic (EO) pump. The
pump uses a collapsible and impermeable membrane to separate the liquid delivered from a working
electrolyte solution optimized for EO pumping. To achieve high pressures at low voltages, we use a
porous glass substrate with 450 nm mean diameter pores and a 1 mM sodium borate electrolyte. Results
show that the membranes add negligible pressure load and that the pump can deliver adequately stable ﬂow rates after an initial transient period. At ﬂow rates and pressures suitable for drug delivery
(order 10 l/min and a few kPa), the pump requires an applied voltage and power of less than 3 V and
75 W, respectively. Based on the relative scaling of ﬂow rate, current, and time, we hypothesize that
distinct initial transients in ﬂow rate are attributable to concentration polarization and its effects on the
spatiotemporal ionic strength of the working ﬂuid.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Electroosmotic (EO) pumps utilizing porous glass substrates
are well suited for a variety of micropump applications as they
are compact, use low power, and have no moving parts [1–3].
EO pumps pump bulk liquid upon application of an electric ﬁeld.
Flow and pressure are a result of ion drag forces generated by
mobile ions of electric double layers (EDL), which form at the solidliquid interface. Porous glass substrates with small characteristic
pore diameters provide high surface-to-volume ratio structures
and high pressure per applied potential [3].
Several experimental studies of EO pumps have utilized applied
voltages of over 1 kV for pumping [4–7], and electroosmotic pumps
are often associated with the requirement of high-applied potentials [8,9]. However, such working voltages can be avoided with
careful pump design. Pump pressure capacity scales as fVeff /a2 ,
where Veff is the potential across the pump substrate and a is the
substrate mean pore radius. f is an integral factor accounting for the
ﬁnite EDL effects which approaches unity for relatively large pores,
but decreases rapidly as pore diameter decreases and approaches
the EDL length scale [2]. Tuning EO pumps to particular applications
therefore requires careful choices of electrolyte chemistry, pore
diameter, and pump area. As we shall see below, order 10 l/min
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ﬂow rates and a few kPa pressure capacities can be realized with
just a few applied volts.
EO pumps are typically implemented in a “direct pumping” fashion in which the liquid delivered is also pumped through the porous
substrate. This approach limits the applicability of EO pumping as
the chemistry of the delivered stream can vary widely. As discussed
by Yao and Santiago [2], low pH and high ionic concentration signiﬁcantly reduces zeta potential and EO pump performance when
using porous glass substrates. The working solution should also feature sufﬁcient buffering capacity in order to maintain a relatively
constant pH.
EO pumps with pumping performance independent of delivered ﬂuid properties have been achieved with two-liquid design
approaches. Such designs use a liquid optimized for EO pumping
(hereafter referred to as the working electrolyte solution) to displace a secondary liquid (e.g., a drug). Glawdel et al. [10] achieved
two-liquid EO pumping by separating the working and secondary
liquids by oil (an immiscible ﬂuid). Brask et al. [11] proposed a
design using viscous drag exerted by the working ﬂuid onto a
secondary ﬂuid in direct contact. Uhlig et al. [12] proposed the
idea of using a collapsible bellows-like structure pressurized by
a working electrolyte solution to displace a secondary liquid. The
use of collapsible structures seems a promising technique, requiring less complexity than viscous drag designs and allowing for
long-term and orientation-independent pumping. In early, preliminary work, Kim et al. [13] and Litster et al. [14] presented work
towards EO pumps which incorporate collapsible membranes. In
this work, we present the design, fabrication and characterization of a two-liquid pump employing collapsible membranes and a
porous glass substrate with sub-micron pores for high pressure per
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Fig. 1. (a) A schematic of the two-liquid EO pump. The working electrolyte is
pumped from the anode reservoir (reservoir 1) to the cathode reservoir (reservoir 2)
by electroosmosis. Membrane B displacement drives the secondary ﬂuid in reservoir
3 through the outlet. The collapsible membrane A ensures that a negative pressure
does not develop in the sealed anode reservoir. The initial position of the membranes
and a later position are shown as solid and dashed lines respectively. (b) View of the
two-liquid EO pump used from the anode side.

applied potential. We demonstrate that two-liquid pumping can be
achieved at applied voltage and power of less than 3 V and 75 W,
respectively, while using low-cost plastic membranes.

brane A prevents negative pressure from developing in the anode
reservoir.
We fabricated the two-ﬂuid pump as shown in Fig. 1b. EO
pumping was generated using a square 1 cm2 , 2 mm thick porous
glass substrate composed of silica and borosilcate particles (EoPlex
Technologies, Redwood City, CA), with a 450 nm median pore
diameter. We used solid platinum mesh electrodes (Goodfellow
Cambridge Limited, UK) with 0.06 mm diameter wires and centerto-center spacings of 0.25 mm. Electrodes were placed against the
substrate surface. The collapsible membranes were laser ablated
from polyvinylidene chloride ﬁlm to 39 × 39 mm2 (Saran Wrap,
SC Johnson, Racine, WI). We selected this membrane material for
its minimal resistance to deformation and folding, and adequate
chemical resistance.
For all experiments, we use 1 mM (Na+ concentration) borate
buffer (J. T. Baker, Phillipsburg, NJ) as the working electrolyte. This
buffer is well suited to EO pumping because of its high pH, buffering capacity, and low conductivity at 1 mM [3]. The buffer solution
had a conductivity of 80 S/cm and a pH of 9.3 (Corning Pinnacle 542 pH/conductivity meter, Corning, NY). A sourcemeter (2410
Sourcemeter, Keithley Instruments Inc., Cleveland, OH) supplied
power to the pump in galvanostatic mode while simultaneously
measuring voltage. A MEMs-based liquid ﬂow sensor (Sensirion,
Westlake Village, CA) measured instantaneous ﬂow rates at a frequency of 1 Hz. We measured pressure in the cathode reservoir with
a pressure transducer (Omega PX303-015G5 V, Stamford, CT). We
adjusted the pressure load on the pump by changing the height of a
deionized (DI) water column in a large-diameter reservoir. See supplementary information for a schematic of the experimental setup,
further details on pump housing and assembly, and glass substrate
porosimetry results.
3. Results and discussion

2. Experimental

3.1. Two-liquid EO pump performance

Fig. 1a presents a schematic of the pump architecture. The working electrolyte solution is initially contained in the anode reservoir
(reservoir 1), which is bounded by a collapsible membrane (membrane A) and the porous substrate. The working electrolyte is then
pumped into the initially collapsed membrane B, which forms a
boundary of the cathode reservoir (reservoir 2). During pumping, membrane B expands within the otherwise rigid reservoir
3, thus driving the secondary ﬂuid through the outlet. Mem-

Fig. 2 presents the transient evolution of maximum ﬂow rate,
Qmax , and applied voltage, Vapp , at eight applied currents, I, ranging from 25 to 200 A. Maximum ﬂow rate refers to ﬂow rate at
zero pressure load. Between each experiment, the anode and cathode reservoirs were evacuated with a syringe, the anode reservoir
reﬁlled with fresh buffer solution, and the secondary ﬂuid reservoir
ﬁlled with DI water. These experiments were terminated when the
secondary ﬂuid reservoir was completely discharged, which was

Fig. 2. Time-series of (a) maximum ﬂow rate and (b) applied voltage for applied constant currents between 25 and 200 A. The time series were terminated when the
secondary ﬂuid reservoir was discharged. In (a), after an initial transient, an approximately constant pump ﬂow rate was maintained for currents below 175 A. Inset shows
maximum ﬂow rate scaled by applied current versus the product of time and current for all realizations shown in the main ﬁgure. The scaling largely collapsed the ﬂow rate
transients and magnitude of the curves. In (b), all applied voltages remain under 20 V. Inset shows scaled voltage versus time data, and we again see a fairly good collapse of
the curves.
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Fig. 3. Pump performance curves for the two-liquid EO pump at currents of 25, 50,
75, and 100 A. Results show that ﬂow rate varies linearly with pressure load for
a ﬁxed applied current. The two-liquid, two-membrane pump can generate a ﬂow
rate of 13 l/min against a pressure load of 1.6 kPa while requiring only 25 A and
73 W applied power.

evident as a sharp decrease in ﬂow rate (Fig. 2a). After initial startup transients, stable levels of ﬂow rate and voltage were obtained,
except at currents greater than about 175 A, where we observed
gradual decreases in ﬂow rate. In the insets of Fig. 2, we plot Qmax
and Vapp divided by applied current, each versus the product of time
and current. We discuss these scaled data further in Section 3.2.
We additionally plotted the maximum ﬂow rate and applied
voltage versus applied currents ranging from 25 to 200 A (see
Supplementary Information). The ﬂow rate and voltage both exhibit
a linear relationship with applied current (R2 = 0.9905 and 0.9989,
respectively) as expected. For the lowest applied current of 25 A,
the steady-state voltage is 2.65 V, which generates a ﬂow rate of
14.4 l/min.
The results presented so far have been for a zero pressure load.
However, many applications, such as drug delivery, have a ﬁnite
pressure load. For example, central vein pressure of approximately
1.4 kPa may serve as an estimated minimum pressure for a drug
delivery pump [15]. In Fig. 3, we present data for working ﬂow
rate, QEO , against ﬁxed hydrostatic pressure loads, p, between 0
and 8 kPa at currents of 25, 50, 75, and 100 A. All other experimental details are those of Fig. 2. The ﬂow rate reported here is the
mean ﬂow rate for the ﬁrst 1.0 ml out of the total 1.5 ml pumped
from the secondary ﬂuid reservoir. Shown with the data are linear
regression ﬁts, which exhibit the expected negative linear slope.
The EO pump requires minimal voltage and power. For instance, at
25 A the EO pump generates 13 l/min against 1.6 kPa with a voltage of 2.9 V. The calculated thermodynamic efﬁciency (Qp/Vapp I)
is 0.5% (a typical value for EO pumps [1]), but the pump consumes
only 73 W.
3.2. Scaling
Again note the insets of Fig. 2a and b, where we scale ﬂow
rate and applied voltage by current and plot these versus the
product of time and current. This scaling approximately collapses
transients associated with the pump performance. For example,
upon application of current, typically voltage and ﬂow rate both
increase until roughly 0.01 C of charge is transferred, reaching a
temporary plateau value (or local minima), and then increase again
until about 0.05 C, at which point a ﬁnal relatively steady value
is reached. We also observe self-similarity in the shape of initial
transients, the ﬂow rate and voltage magnitudes of the approximately constant ﬂow region, and the time to full discharge. This
scaling shows the importance of the coupling between electromigration (namely, total transferred electrical charge) and bulk ﬂow in
this device.
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Recent visualizations by Strickland et al. [16] showed that propagating concentration polarization (CP) occurs in porous glass EO
pump systems with order 100 nm pore diameter. CP develops in
systems where EDL counter ions (counter to wall charge) carry a
signiﬁcant portion of the total ionic current, resulting in enrichment
and depletion of ionic strength at the outlet and inlet, respectively, of electrokinetic nanochannels and nanopores [17–19]. For
our experimental conditions, we calculate a Dukhin number (ratio
of EDL conductivity to bulk conductivity [20]) of approximately 1
using our pump’s mean pore radius as a characteristic length scale.
We thus hypothesize that the initial transients shown in Fig. 2 are
a result of the effect of CP on system spatiotemporal ionic strength.
This hypothesis is further reinforced by the highly correlated initial transients in Vapp /I and Qmax /I. As discussed by Yao and Santiago
[2], EO pump ﬂow rate per current scales as the ratio of zeta potential to working solution conductivity, and zeta potential increases
with decreasing conductivity. Therefore, the increase in Qmax /I and
correlated increase in Vapp /I are likely attributable to a decrease in
bulk conductivity inside the pump pores. Analytical and numerical models presented by Mani et al. [17] and Zangle et al. [18]
predict a similar phenomena (decreasing ionic strength) within
the nanochannel of serial micro–nano-microchannel systems with
surface conductivity on the order of bulk conductivity.
Lastly, we comment on the issue of electrolysis gas bubbles. During pump operations, for all data shown here, we did not observe
visible gas bubble formation at system electrodes. We suspect that
the solubility of the oxygen and hydrogen in the buffer solution
mitigated the effects of gas evolution.
4. Conclusion
We presented the performance of a two-liquid EO pump which
uses an impermeable, collapsible membrane to separate the ﬂuid
delivered by the system from an electrolyte solution optimized for
EO pumping. Using a porous glass structure with a 225 nm median
pore radius, we achieved pumping against pressure loads consistent with drug delivery using relatively low voltages. For instance,
at 25 A the pump generated a ﬂow rate of 13 l/min against
1.6 kPa, while requiring an applied voltage of 2.9 V and power of
73 W. We observed negligible effects of electrolysis bubbles on
device performance.
We found both the magnitude and timing of transients in both
pump ﬂow rate and applied voltage collapse when scaled by applied
current and plotted versus total charge transferred (in Coulombs).
This scaling shows the importance of the coupling of charge and
mass transfer. Also, this scaling and the characteristic Dukhin number of the system (which was order unity) led us to hypothesize
that concentration polarization plays an important rule in the performance of our pump. We hope to study and leverage these effects
further.
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